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1. Introduction: aims of the presentation

▪ The CPIs are among the most important short-term key economic 

indicators

▪ It is extremely important to evaluate their reliability and accuracy

▪ Since long time economists and statisticians have been discussing the 

errors in price indices (Jevons, 1869)

▪ NSIs published the CPIs as point estimates and usually do not supply 

information about the presence and magnitude of errors. 

▪ In the last years many researchers (Spiegelhalter et al., 2011; Manski, 

2015; van der Bles et al., 2019; Laureti and Benedetti, 2020, Kapetanios et 

al, 2021) stressed the need to evaluate and communicate the uncertainty  

for the key official statistics



1. Introduction: aims of the presentation – cont.

➢ The aims of the are to: 

❑ Review and discuss the issues and solutions theoretically and empirically:

✓ Presentation of the stochastic approach to the index numbers

✓ Errors and bias: a reference framework, in line with the Total quality profile (SME)

✓ Review of the developments in the estimation  of sampling error (also in Italy)

✓ Need to evaluate the overall uncertainty of the CPIs

❑ Illustrate some empirical evaluations of the impact of the use of scanner data on 

the accuracy of CPIs

❑ Envisage some implications for communicating CPI uncertainty



2. The stochastic Approach: the estimation of the variance 

of price indices

▪ Different theoretical approaches to the construction of price Index Numbers

▪ Ability of the Stochastic Approach to Price Index Numbers to provide the 
estimation of the variance of the index (Biggeri,1984)

▪ Imposing the approximation conditions of least squares, through a simple 
linear regression model, of the form:

g (0Pkt) = g (c) + ek , where     

g is an invariant function; 0 and t refer to two different times; k are the commodities k= 1,.., n

▪ making suitable hypotheses on the variance of the random variable ek, in 
addition to the usual E(ek) = 0, any synthetic index can be obtained, for 
which it is possible to estimate the variance   



2. The stochastic Approach: the estimation of the variance 

of price indices  - cont.

For example: 
✓ If we assume var (ek) = s2 / wk,00 (where wk,rs = pksqkr /  S pksqkr with r and s referring to the 

time) we have a Laspeyres index.
▪ In any case, to get the most part of known synthetic formulas, we have to assume that 
cov (ek , ej) =  0, k,j,=1,…,n), an hypothesis seldom acceptable from an economic point of view

➢Prasada D.S. Rao further developed and improved this approach (Selvanthan
and Rao, 1994)

➢Diewert (1995) criticized this approach on the basis of the restrictions 
imposed to the error term 

The discussion on this issue continues (see among other Clements, 2007;              
Diewert, 2011). The criticisms are valid especially from an empirical point of 
view for the computation of the CPIs.



3. The errors in CPIs computation: total quality reference framework

▪ The index formula chosen by the NSIs to compute the CPIs depends on the 
purpose of the calculation and on data available.

▪ The statistical process to compute the CPIs is very complex:  errors and biases 
can occur in each step

▪ Mainly for reasons of practicality, clear meaning and timeliness, the most 
widely used formula for calculating the CPIs is of Laspeyeres type 

rPt = S k wk rPk,t

▪ Many classifications of errors and biases have been proposed



3. The errors in CPIs computation: total quality reference framework 

▪ Biggeri and Giommi (1987) studied the error profile of the CPIs and proposed to 
use the  following mean squared error model:

𝑀𝑆𝐸 (𝑃) = 𝐸 𝑃 − 𝐸 𝑃 2 + 𝐸 𝑃 − 𝑃′ 2 + 𝑃′ − 𝑃∗ 2 + 2 𝐸 𝑃 − 𝑃′ 𝑃′ − 𝑃∗

Where:

P is the estimated index
P’ is the defined goal (“true value”) of the index
P* is the ideal goal of the index

E P − E P 2 is the total variance (sampling and measurement variance)
E P − P′ 2 represents the squared bias derived from sampling and measurement operation𝑠

𝑃′ − 𝑃∗ 2is the squared bias capturing how well the defined index captures the ideal index number
2 E P − P′ P′ − P∗ represents the interaction of the bias terms



3. The errors in CPIs computation: total quality reference framework 

▪ It is also important to analyse the errors derived from the publication of provisional
estimates (Biggeri, 1984; Biggeri and Trivellato, 1991), which can be revised. This error
is now classified as Transitory Statistical uncertainty (Manski, 2015).

▪ Various studies on MSE models have been carried out. See for example Balk (1989)
and Dalèn (1995).

▪ The International statistical organizations started presenting the classification of
errors in the CPIs (Turvey, 1989) and writing a specific chapter on the field in the
Consumer price index manuals (ILO et al., 2004 and 2014; Eurostat, 2018)

▪ Since P is usually obtained from multiple surveys, sampling and non-sampling errors
cannot be easily specified by a single complex model but it is often possible to
develop partial measures for single source of error



3. The errors in CPIs computation: some partial measures (1/2)

▪ In 1987 we analysed, for the Italian CPI, the variance due to the sampling of 
households budget survey providing the weights by using the methods of random 
groups, balanced half- samples, jacknife repeated replications.

▪ Computation of the divergence between two indices that usually depends only on the 
differences in the weighting system can be decomposed as follows (Biggeri and Giommi 1987; 
Biggeri, 1998a; Biggeri, 1998b):

P- P’= Sk Pk dK = n sp sd Rpd

where dk = wk – wk’ ,  is the difference between the standardised weights used to calculate the two indices,  
sp and sd are respectively the standard deviations of elementary (or partial) indices and of the differences 
between weights dk and Rpd is the linear correlation coefficient.

➢ Biggeri, Brunetti and Laureti (2008) applied the suggested approach for estimating the 
divergences between CPIs at territorial level and the values of the components.



3. The errors in CPIs computation: some partial measures (2/2)

▪ Measure of the coverage errors and representativeness errors

Let us denote  P’ a desired total index,  P1 the price index for the commodities included in the 
computation, P0 the price index for the excluded commodities and a and b the normalised weights 
for the two commodity groups).
The P’ unknown desired total index is:

P’ = a P1  + b P0 = P1 +b (P0 - P1), and then

P’ - P1  = b (P0 - P1)

the difference will depend on the weights of the excluded commodities and on the difference between the two indices P0

- P1

The issue of coverage error may depend by the cut-off samples. Brunetti at al. (2018) made  
such calculations for Italy

Evidence that biases resulting from non-probability sampling and due to coverage errors are 
negligible for highly aggregates indexes (Dalen, 1999).  However, large biases may be found at 
disaggregated levels



4. Estimating sampling errors: evolution and recent developments (1/4)

▪ Several researchers and NSIs have devoted much attention to the estimation of
sampling errors in CPIs: various approaches have been proposed

▪ Recently, Paul Smith (2021) published an excellent review of the history of
sampling error estimation for CPIs, with a focus on the development in the United
States. See also: Mudgett (1951) the Valliant (1999), Shoemaker and Marsh (2011)
and Klick and Shoemaker (2019).

BOX

▪ An alternative way for the analysis of uncertainty of Price Index Numbers was proposed
by Ben-Haim (2021).
✓ He refers to all types of uncertainty (transitory and permanent statistical uncertainty

and conceptual uncertainty) which all entail non-probabilistic aspects.
✓ He proposes the use of non-probabilistic info-gap models of uncertainty, suggesting

to choose the indices that are highly robust.
✓ In the paper numerical examples, based on observed data, have been presented



4. Estimating sampling errors: evolution and recent developments (2/4)

.

Let’s consider briefly:
1. main methods used for the calculation of sampling errors;  
2. developments in Italy during the last two decades.

1. Methods for calculating sampling errors (Variance): 
i) Design-based: based on a probabilistic sample 
ii)    Model-based: used the replication methods to try to calculate the variance  

The key advantages of these model frameworks is that they do not require a 
probabilistic  sampling mechanism to justify the estimates (Zhang, 2010).

▪ Open problems: 

✓ multiple data sources, including the recent opportunity to use scanner data and web-scraped 
price information

✓ the weights for CPIs do not come directly from a survey . 
✓ these problems increase the difficulty to combine all the errors and biases together to give 

an overall impression of the mean squared error.



4. Estimating sampling errors: evolution and recent developments (3/4)

.

2. Italian studies on the field: mainly following the design-based approach 

▪ Biggeri and Falorsi (2006) proposed a design contained some interesting features, 
with municipalities selected by balanced sampling and outlet samples for different 
item groups. An improved proposal was presented by D'Alò et al., 2006). 

• However, these proposals were not implemented and the Italian CPI continued to 
be based on a largely non-probability design for a long time (purposive sampling).

▪ De Gregorio (2012) analysed the sample sizes needed to estimate Laspeyres CPI 
sub-indices under a combination of alternative sample designs. For a given 
precision level, the sample size needs under simple and stratified random design 
were verified.



4. Estimating sampling errors: evolution and recent developments  (4/4)

▪ Taking into account the availability of the Register of local units and especially of 
Scanner Data (SD), Istat started to implement a redesign of the CPI survey, in order to 
improve CPI estimations.

• Two studies by Bernardini et al. (2016) and De Vitiis et al. (2017) presented project objectives 
and first results. The properties of alternatives aggregation formulas of the elementary price 
indexes in different sampling schemes implemented on SD were studied. Bias and efficiency of 
the estimated indices were evaluated in a Monte Carlo simulation context

▪ Recently, a more complete study (De Vitiis et al., 2018) has been presented at the Workshop of 
the Istat’s Advisory Committee on Statistical Methods held in November 2018 in Rome. 

• In a second phase, the differences between a fixed and a flexible basket approach will be 
evaluated, trying to measure the magnitude of sampling error and bias for different index 
formulas in both approaches.



5. Evaluation of the overall uncertainty (1/2)

▪ CPIs are derived from multiple data sources, including price collection surveys, 
centralised price collections, household budget surveys, administrative data and the 
recent use of scanner data and web-scraped price information. 

▪ One can therefore regard the CPI as composed  of “different separate surveys, each 
covering different aspect of the index” (Biggeri and Falorsi 2006).

▪ It is difficulty to combine all the errors and biases together to give an overall 
information of the mean squared error.

▪ During the last years, many improvements on these issues have been provided by 
various researchers.

▪ As far as the use of SD in the computation of the CPIs,  the activities to carry out to 
measure their impact on CPIs accuracy will be presented in the next section



5. Evaluation of the overall uncertainty (2/2)

▪ The way to do inference from non-probability survey samples has been addressed by 
many authors (see: Mercer et al., 2017; Chen et al. , 2018), essentially by proposing the 
replication methods approaches. 
• An interesting “SIG Workshop on non-probability samples” was organized under an Ingrid project at 

Trier University on February 27th-28th, 2020

▪ For the combination of the probability and non-probability survey sampling we can refer to 
Thompson (2019) and Kim et al., (2019), but, above all, to the paper by Rao, J.N.K. (2021) which 
is essential to consider for implementing experiments on the evaluation of CPIs accuracy. 

▪ A line of research should likely require, for each data source, to work within a theoretical and practical 
framework based on a multistage stratified sampling design. Example of application of this approach in 
components of price indices are needed.

➢ Despite the improvements, we agree with Smith (2021): it is necessary to introduce a system 
producing estimates of the various quality components as part of the standard operation of  

CPIs computation. A lot work and experiments are still necessary to achieve this aim.



6. The use of scanner data: opportunity to improve quality of CPIs (1/4)

▪ A growing number of EU countries have also been using scanner data for computing official CPIs, including Norway,

The Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Belgium, Iceland, Lux, France

▪ Different methods for processing scanner data and for obtaining price indexes for elementary aggregates

▪ The itemized information contained in these data may improve the accuracy of CPIs

▪ Statistical agencies are becoming aware of the potential issues that may be encountered when using scanner data

(Eurostat, 2017, HICP Task force on Multilateral methods).

➢ ITALY

✓ Since January 2018 Italian CPIs have been produced with scanner data (grocery products- excluding fresh food)

✓ Since January 2021, a dynamic approach has been adopted for selecting sample of items

• Each month a sample of GTINs is selected within each outlet and ECR4 market (representative of elementary

aggregates)

• Unweighted Jevons and cut-off sampling for items within outlets



6. The use of scanner data: opportunity to improve quality of CPIs (2/4)

Advantages: 

1) Reduce administrative burden and cost for both statistical agencies and retailers (price data collection will be limited to 

specific distributional channels) 

2) Broaden territorial coverage of CPIs

3) Increase price data quality (Replacement of directly observed prices with unit values from scanner data)

4) Increase the number of products (Outlet coverage is improved; High frequency of transactions are considered)

6) Reduce Measurement errors by using unit value which is a more accurate summary of an average transaction price than 

an isolated price quotation (Diewert 1995). 

7) Reduce Conceptual uncertainty: unit value is a more representative price paid by consumers over the reference period

8) Define probability sample for products sold in modern retail chains can be drawn using various sampling methods. It is

possible to evaluate whether and to what extent price indices are affected by differences in the sampling methods and 

formula (Imai, Diewert, and Shimizu, 2015).

• Few NSIs use probability sample designs (Sweden, Denmark, Italy) 



6. The use of scanner data: opportunity to improve quality of CPIs (3/4)

Challenges

1) More IT resources are required due to the huge amount of data obtained 

2) Issues of selection bias still apply as not all purchases are made through modern retail channels

3) Transitory uncertainty (Mansky, 2015)        measures published by Istat

4) Aggregation issues: 

• Product group: when using the unit value approach, items must be tightly defined at a fine level of aggregation to 

maximise homogeneity and prevent quality differences from affecting the unit values

• Time aggregation: more time aggregation providing more stable estimates of price change as price and quantity 

bouncing behaviour is smoothed out 

• Outlet dimension

5) Choice of the formula:

Identifying methods to be used for compile price indices at elementary aggregates

• Monthly chaining & weights → Chain drift

• Fixed base index → Lack of matching
• Imputations & hedonics → Good metadata required



Several NSIs (Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, Norway) have started using Multilateral Index (MIs) methods for constructing 

CPIs.  Much research has been devoted to this issue (e.g. Chessa, 2016; Van Loon, 2020; Radjabov and Ferring, 2021)

Various technical choices that may produce biases and reduce accuracy:

▪ Multilateral index formula

- GEKS, GK and Time Product Dummy method

▪ Definition of the time window over which the index formula is compiled and of splicing technique for combing indices 
- Characteristicity vs transitivity

▪ Aggregation level at which should the multilateral method be applied
- The HICP legal framework: Article 12(1) of Regulation (EU) 2020/1148

6. The use of scanner data: opportunity to improve quality of CPIs (4/4)

❑ Istat carried out experimental analysis using various multilateral methods (MIs) and different aggregation structures for compiling MIs for 

each Product Aggregate        Laureti, Brunetti, Fatello and Polidoro (2019) and Brunetti, Fatello, Laureti and Polidoro (2021) 

➢ Results show that:

▪ Aggregation issue: the outlet-type dimension has a stronger influence than “markets” dimension when applying MIs

▪ Multilateral formulas: GEKS-TQ and WTPD produce very similar results whenever the GTINs matching is high; the choice of the 

formula is more relevant when the time heterogeneity of the assortments in the Products Aggregate is high;   

Other formulas to be explored: GK and Weighted GEKS for the trade-off Characteristicity vs transitivity



7. Communicating uncertainty in CPIs estimation  

▪ Over the last years, many researchers stressed the need to evaluate and communicate the uncertainty 

especially in the key official statistics. 

▪ In late 2018 Eurostat launched the COMUNIKOS project (COMmunicating UNcertainty in Key Official Statistics) 

▪ The review of the activities carried out by NSIs show that only US and Sweden compute and  publish standard 

errors of the CPIs estimates, and only once a  year alongside the detailed CPI estimates publication. However, 

they are not easily understandable by  the general public.

▪ A formal quantification of transitory uncertainty can be useful both to public (understanding the reliability of flash 

estimates) and to NSIs  (understanding the proper release time to guarantee a sufficient level of data accuracy 

and reduce the need of subsequent major revisions).

▪ Possible Conclusion: carry out computations and present a detailed report for the experts every two years or 

when there are major changes in the results of CPIs estimations. 



THANK YOU VERY MUCH 
FOR YOUR KIND ATTENTION
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